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Climate change-related disaster risks stemming from
global warming, abnormal changes in weather
patterns, and extreme events such as heat waves in
large parts of Europe, Asia and Australia, droughts
in western parts of US, snow storms, cyclones, and
heavy precipitation or lack of it have increased to
enhance flooding, flash flooding, coastal flooding,
glacial lake outburst floods, landslides and edge
failure, river bank and land erosion causing colossal
human, livestock, infrastructure and other material
losses and damages.
The
Fifth Assessment Report of the
Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change
(IPCC) 2014 has testified these. Taking urgent
action to combat climate change and its impacts is
among the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)
and about 25 targets in 10 of 17 SDGs relate to
disaster risk reduction. The Paris Agreement 2015
has also revitalized the importance of SDG on
climate change and developed consensus to bring
forward coordinated efforts to deal with the agenda.
Pakistan, a developing country, fosters its
agriculture based economy towards an industrialized
with fairly very low contribution of 0.5% towards
the world’s Carbon Dioxide emissions (UNFCC,
2007). The current scenario of Pakistan so far has

no significant contribution towards global warming
but highly vulnerable to the impact of climate
change.
It would be pretty wise to say that climate change is
today an inescapable reality for Pakistan and is
beginning to manifest itself through increasing
intensity and ferocity. Pakistan, owing to its peculiar
geographical circumstances, is highly impacted by
climate changes, making it one of the most
vulnerable countries in the long-term Global
Climate Risk Index (CRI) developed and
maintained by GermanWatch. It is one of the 10
most affected countries although the lowest
contributor to climate change and is therefore one
of the worst victims of “climate injustice”. Dealing
with climate change is no longer a choice for the
country – it is an imperative which it has to cope
with and adapt to.
Pakistan is facing multiple threats relating to climate
change especially for adaptation; aggravating the
already aggravated situation in the country. Health,
climate refuges, wide spread of disease and pests,
loss of biodiversity etc. would be other areas of
major concern for Pakistan to set its adaptation
strategy. It is predicted that there would be 2.5 to
10 percent decrease in the yield of crops in 2020s
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and 5 to 30 percent decrease in 2050s from the
levels of 1990s in Asia (IPCC, 2007). Droughts
(especially of 1998-2002), had drastic impacts on
agriculture and livestock production, and forced
people to migrate in certain areas of Balochistan,
Sindh, Khyber Pakhtunkhwaand Gilgit Batltistan
provinces.
Monsoon rains and glaciers are two sources of
water availability in Pakistan whereby glacier
resources are depleting while the extent and severity
of floods also increasing, however, the impact
would differ across different regions. The GLOF is
the factual scenario and rationale to focus on
climate response strategies especially in alpine areas
which is highly vulnerable area in Pakistan.
Despite the pertinent need for climate
preparedness, the current governance framework in
Pakistan fails to comprehensively address the issue.
Though, Pakistan is currently working on a series of
policy responses to climate change including
adaptation policies, NAMA, CDM, REDD+,
LAPA, energy policies, DRR etc. But, in the
context of 25 MEAs including UNFCCC signed by
Pakistan, the 18th amendment in constitution of
Pakistan as well as legal arrangements viz sectoral
economies have rendered many governance related
challenges towards climate preparedness despite the
fact that National Climate Change Policy 2011 and
its implementation framework are now in place but
with implications at federal and provincial levels.
The failure of originally submitted national
statement for Intended Nationally Determined
Contributions (INDCs) clearly indicates lack of
coordination with provinces as well as poor
preparation /or capacity gaps at policy and
diplomatic level engagement by the Government
functionaries. As we are aware of development
needs but there is no justification to discourage or
halt integration of climate response measures into
development paradigm. We have to do a lot of
efforts on all diplomatic fronts viz climate
negotiations concerned. We have good examples
from our sectoral initiatives, like interventions on
renewables, to be sailed through global climate
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negotiations with a good revised statement for
INDCs.
We must be very clear about future climate threats
to our country on diplomatic fronts especially in the
context of transboundary water issues. We can build
a very good case in the context of climate change, if
supported with a good research work. The federal
government is not only important but also the
provincial governments to devise a comprehensive
and coordinated strategic response on this
anticipated challenge.
It is critical to provide a strategic framework for the
institutional arrangements to implement climate
change policies in national viz-a-viz provincial
context. The option now is to assess, plan,
strategize and act at national, provincial and sectoral
levels. The involvement and engagement of multistakeholders including civil society organizations is
critical to success. Their collective strength, and
coordinated and collaborative working is equally
important for achieving synergy in results.
It is fact that the complexity of vulnerability entails
adaptation and resilience measures need to be taken
to cope with the climate challenge. The demand for
future development entails an avenue for mitigation
as well as low carbon development measures. A
rapid assessment of existing gaps and weaknesses of
the current governance system provides basis for
choosing preparedness options or making strategies
in accordance with climate compatible development
philosophy. The climate diplomacy, duly supported
by empirical research, should be made integral part
of foreign policies and processes.
The provincial governments are in need of a clear
roadmap with a framework approach for good
climate governance by adopting sector specific
preparedness strategies for which energy sector is
highly important where renewable options should
be promoted in all provinces, at large. The context
of local governance system cannot be neglected and
a lot needs to be done in terms of developing
capacities for a good response measure.
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EPS Updates
Minutes of the 24th Annual General Body Meeting

The annual General Body meeting was held at EPS
Office on February 21, 2016 under the
chairmanship of Prof. Abdul Wahab Khan,
Chairman EPS at EPS head office. After
introductory session the Chairman thanked the
participants for their continue support to the
Society. Progress for the year 2015 was shown
through video and all the participants appreciated
the progress and the unique style of presentation.
Following the presentation, in the question answer
session and open discussion the following decisions
were approved.
1. The House gave suggestions for
improvement of the documentary, which
were noted.
2. The house also suggested that the medium
of the video should be Pashto as well.
3. They suggested trainings for the staff of
WaterAid project for effective delivery of
the program and to establish a model school
with regard to environment.
4. The house also suggested revival of the
clusters formed by EPS in Swat. They
further suggested to arrange Capacity
building training for the clusters.
5. The house recommend to the management
to expand the core activities to other areas
and in this regard decided to hold the
upcoming world Forest day in Tehsil
Khwazakhela.
6. At the end the house approved the
proposed budget for the year 2016 and also
approved post of pre- auditor for EPS.
Following are the Annual General Body
Meeting, the Council selected Prof.
Abdul Wahab Khan as a Chairman,
Prof. Fazal Subhan Afghani as a ViceChairman and Mr. Mian Bakht Zada as
Press Secretary for the year 2016.

From the General Body members Mr. Iftikhar Ali
Khan, Mr. Muhammad Haseeb Khan and Mian
Bakht Zada had submitted applications for
membership of the Council. The House selected all
of them as there was no need of election. After the
General Body meeting the sitting Council held a
meeting on the same day and the Council further
nominated Mr. Hamidullah Khan and Prof. Fazal
Subhan Afghani as Councilors. The Council also
selected Prof. Abdul Wahab Khan as a Chairman,
Prof. Fazal Subhan Afghani as a Vice-Chairman and
Mr. Mian Bakht Zada, as a Press Secretary for the
year 2016.

Meeting of Social Accountability Network
Pakistan (SAN-P):
EPS representative, Mr. Masroor Ahmad (Programs
Manager) participated in the General Body Meeting
of the Social Accountability Network Pakistan
(SAN-P) meeting on January 11, 2016 which was
facilitated by Center for Governance and Public
Accountability (CGPA) Office Peshawar. Different
issues were discussed and voting on new Chairman
was conducted. The GB selected Mr. Zubair from
SRSP having provincial setup as new Chairman for
two years. EPS is active member of the network
and will provide support to the network on need
basis.
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Pakistan Panel on Climate Change Workshop:
EPS representative Mr. Masroor Ahmad (Program
Manager) participated in first ever stakeholders
workshop to establish Pakistan Panel on Climate
Change (PPCC) on January 13, 2016. The workshop
was organized by Sustainable Development Center
(SDC), Islamabad and was hosted by Institute of
Policy Studies (IPS), Islamabad. The workshop
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representatives visited 08 target schools. Moreover,
Ms Nazia visited the awareness session on WASH
rights & MHM at GGMS Sangota Swat.

included technical sessions and business session.
EPS has been included in the list of information
dissemination and in future joint strategies will be
sorted out being the best forum to participate at
country level.

Monitoring & Certification visit By District
WASH Forum Members
A monitoring and certification visit by District
WASH Forum members was organized on March
11, 2016 under “Girls friendly WASH in Schools
and Community Project”. Objective of the visit was
to visit some of the targeted schools under the
Monitoring Visit of WaterAid Representative
Ms. Nazia Ayyub - M&E Officer WaterAid in
Pakistan had a two days visit on 15 and 16 of March
2016 to the schools of District Swat as per the
Project Plan of “Girls Friendly WASH in schools &
community” implemented by EPS. Purpose of the
visit was for monitoring and evaluation of the 07
schools sites where the WATSAN activities have
been undertaken. On March 15, 2016, the field
monitoring visit was conducted to four target
schools while on March 16, 2016, the team
comprising of EPS project staff & WaterAid

project and to put forward their recommendations.
In this regard Ms. Karishma Khan, Advocacy &
Liaison Officer along with District WASH Forum
Page 4
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members – Ms. Fazilat Siddique ADO Education
Dept. , Ms. Shah Izzat Tehsil Counselor and Mr.
Zahir Shah of Public Health Engineering Dept.
(PHED) visited 3 schools – GGHS Matta, GGHS
Manglor and GGMS Rahim Abad. Visit of the
members was envisioned to see the sites which were
either constructed, rehabilitated or still under
construction and to ensure transparency and
accountability of the interventions by EPS &
WaterAid in Pakistan. Moreover the report was
compiled and submitted in which the valuable

the event. The training was primarily focused on
WASH allied activities. The participants were taught
how to keep healthy by mere adopting natural
aseptic practices. The problems generated as a result
of exposed defecation were addressed. Objective of
the training was to ensure and promote the
importance of health and hygiene practices mainly
focusing on managing menstruation with dignity.
The teachings of event especially menstrual hygiene

inputs, suggestions and recommendations of the
members are painstakingly given to further enhance
the quality of what EPS under its WASH project is
intervening in the targeted schools of District Swat,
KPK.

management was aimed to be further disseminated
in the community through the participants as the
matter has always been a taboo to be debated.

Training of School Management Committee
Members on WASH Rights & MHM

Workshop on WASH Rights for Everyone,
Everywhere

EPS in collaboration with WaterAid in Pakistan is
implementing a project named; “Girls Friendly
WASH in Schools & Community” which conducted

AGAHE-One of the partners of WaterAid in
Pakistan conducted a consultative workshop at
Provincial Level under the title “WASH Rights for
Everyone Everywhere” dated February 23, 2016 at
Lahore. Ms. Karishma Khan – Advocacy & Liaison

two days training for WASH club and teachers on
WASH rights and MHM on 3 and 4 of March,
2016. Ms. Naheed Begum - Hygiene Promoter and
Ms. Kalsoom Omer - Hygiene Promoter facilitated

Officer EPS, Ms. Naheed - ASDEO Education
Department and Ms. Nadia – Tehsil counselor
participated in the event. Different major
stakeholders including the government officials,
decision makers in the Government and the
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Parliamentarians were invited on the occasion to
advocate for the consideration of the MHM as a
major health issue. Purpose of the event was to
advocate for integration and provision of inclusive
gender friendly WASH services for the marginalized
groups at institutional as well as community level.
Training on Photography & Documentation
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study, interview techniques, making professional &
graphical pictorial rapports were the scorching
theme of the event. Bottom line of the training was
to address WASH relevant issues to rest of the
World through effective Documentation &
Photography to raise fund for addressing WASH
needs of the people.

WaterAid in Pakistan held Documentation and
Learning workshop from 04 to 05 March 2016 in
Karachi. Mr. Shakeel – Project Manager and Ms.
Karishma Khan – Advocacy & Liaison Officer
participated in the training on behalf of
Environmental Protection Society. NRSP, HANDS,
AGAHE, Sukar Foundation, AWAZ and Muslim

Training Workshop on Policy Advocacy and
Influencing for WASH Programming:
A three days training workshop was organized by
WaterAid in Pakistan on "Policy Advocacy and
Influencing for WASH Programming" from March
29-31, 2016 in Hotel Ambassador, Islamabad. Mr.
Masroor Ahmad (Program Manager) and Ms.
Karishma Khan (Advocacy & Liasion Officer)

Aid took part in the event. Mr. Neil Wissink,
Manager Photography - WaterAid, trained
WaterAid Partners. The training was all about to
ensure quality documentation and visual impact of
the project. Objectives of the event were to build
capacity regarding learning documentation for

participated in the event. Year 1 of the program in
partnership with WaterAid in Pakistan has been
ended and next year EPS have to focus on advocacy
level interventions. This training was very helpful

project effectiveness and understanding the
practical experience on learning documentation &
Photography. Likewise, the structure & style for
documentation, kinds of stories, gathering a case

for EPS to engage relevant stakeholders in the
process and do action planning for the tasks for the
Year 2 (2016-2017).
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Project Expansion and Deepening
Under PM-IFL EPS have been granted project
expansion to two more adjacent Union Councils
Koz Abakhel and Hazara due to outstanding

performance in the existing Union Councils of
Totano Bandai and Koza Bandai Rs.2.6 Millions
fund has been allotted for the new UCs to cover
1300 loans up to March 2016 in these UCs. In the
last quarter of 2016 EPS disbursed 871 loans
amounting 1.74 Million rupees. Meanwhile
revolving of fund recovered in old Union Councils
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earthquake affectees from severe winter conditions
in union council Raniyal and Sarkool of Shangla
district. Sixteen Broad Based Community Meetings
were held in the target Union Councils. Objective
was to introduce, the project, Concern (the donor)

and EPS (the implementing partners). Participants
of these meetings were mostly the village elders and
activists. During these meetings beneficiary
selection criteria, Complaint Response Mechanism
were discussed in detail with communities’ member
for conceptualization and understanding. A total of
378 beneficiaries were identified and interviewed by
EPS in 09 villages of Union council Raniyal and
Sarkool of district Shangla and 265 families were
selected
when
transitional
shelters
were
construction.
Visit of EPS Management to District Shangla

Totano Bandai and Koza Bandai have been started.
People of the area are very happy and satisfied with
EPS activities.

Mr Israr Ul Haq, (Monitoring and Evaluation
Manager) and Mr. Masroor Ahmad (Program
Manager) visited EPS Office at Besham. Jan Alam
(Project Manager) shared Project progress in detail
and after that the team visited Village Bakaro Jai
Chichloo of union council Raniyal. Purpose of the
visit was to monitor beneficiaries selection process

Broad Based Community Meetings (BBCM)
Environmental
Protection
Society
(EPS)
implemented early recovery project for earthquake
affectees of district Shangla with project title
“Transitional Shelter Support for earthquake
affected families District Shangla” in
collaboration with Concern worldwide Rapid Fund.
Under this projects EPS constructed 250
transitional shelters to supports & protect
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and then progress review meeting was held.
CONCERN Worldwide Team Visit to Shangla
Mr. Aneel Ahmad (Program Officer Concern
worldwide Rapid Fund) visited EPS field office
Besham. Purpose was to monitor the beneficiaries

selection process and verification of registered
beneficiaries. Mr Aneel Ahmad Along with Jan
Alam (PM), Sajid Ali (PE) Visited village Maseer
Sar union council Sarkool and Bar Sangrai union
council Raniyal and randomly visited 30
beneficiaries houses in both villages. Meetings were
conducted with communities for assessment.
World Water Day
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Moreover the students, teachers, community and
GWP-EPS staff doubled the pleasure by wearing
blue dresses and their faces painted with blue water
drop as observance of the day. Water stands at the
heart of the new 2030 agenda for sustainable
development. At the end of the event all the

participants vowed to conserve the water by
standing consolidated not only with those 38.7
million of Pakistanis who lack access to clean and
safe drinking water but all those 783 million people
across the world who are deprived of this exquisite
natural gift.
PPAF and KfW Representative Visit to EPS Buner

EPS celebrated World Water Day under the theme
WASH tag# "Go Blue 4 Water" on 22 March, 2016
as a mean of focusing & grabbing attention on the
importance of clean, nontoxic & hygienic water and

KFW representative visited the office of EPS at
Buner on 23rd February, 2016 to monitor LACIP’s
CPI schemes. The PPAF team comprising of Mr.

advocating for the sustainable management of
accessible freshwater resources. The event was
celebrated in Government Girls Middle School
Allabad of District Swat. Miss Naheed Akhtar –
ASDEO Education Department was the chief
guest. She distributed gifts among the girls.

Asad Ullah Saleem Senior Manager CPI and KFW
representative Mr. Shahid and EPS team comprising
of Mr.Sher Ali-Project Engineer, Mr.Ziad khanField Engineer and Mr. Sajid Khan-HRDO visited
the village Laalu and verified the integration
Page 8
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through Link Road in context of health, education
and Livelihood. After their visit to Laalu they
visited UC Nawagai CO Al-meezan (Link Road)
and Bahar Bara Serai (suspension bridge) where
four villages have been connected by construction
of Suspension Bridge.
In their closing
remarks the team
highly appreciated
the
activities
completed by EPS
and they were of the
view that PPAF
expect the same
quality of work in
future as well.
PPR CPI Scheme Monitoring
Programme for Poverty Reduction (PPR) is a joint
venture of PPAF and EPS. It is basically a funding
from Government of Italy with the main donor
agency PPAF. Programme for Poverty Reduction
comprises of five components namely Institutional
Development (ID), Livelihood Enhancement &
Protection (LEP), Education, Health & Nutration
(HEN), and Community Physical Infrastructure
(CPI). beauty of the project lies in the participation
of the local community right from the planning to

and necessary technical inputs and guidance is
provided for the sustainability and cost
effectiveness of the project.

Monitoring of Training
Monitoring visits were made for monitoring of
“Loan Center training for CLF member” in
Islamabad and Craft Based " Hunar Ki Manzil" in
Gari Habibullah Balakot-Mansehra was made by
Mr. Saleem Khan (Project Manager) and Mr. Israrul-Haq M&E Manager EPS.
Loan Center Training for CLF:
EPS in partnership with PPAF is implementing
Batch-65 project in 05 Union Councils of Kabal
Tehsil district Swat. Institute of Rural Management
(IRM) was selected as Training Service Provider.
The IRM conducted the training. For the different
topics related 2 Strategic Planning and Business
Plan for Loan Center were facilitated by
professionals. The trainees were highly satisfied

the executions of the project activities.

and termed it a very good initiative of EPS-PPAF
that they arranged training for them.

Community Physical Infrastructure is the main
component of PPR. EPS technical team strictly
monitors the ongoing activities in the targeted areas
and arranges frequent and planned visits to the sites
with close collaboration with the local communities

VO Formation Khadiman e Paindah Shah
On 25th November, 2015 EPS-PPR formed a village
organization named “Khadiman e Paindah Shah”.
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Mr. Syed Zarin Shah (PM ID) and Hamayatullah
Khan (Social Organizer) coordinated the process of
VO formation. Two members from each CO were
nominated on the consensus of the CO’s members
through resolution. The Village Organization
consists of Six COs. The total membership of the
VO is 18. Mr. Itabar Gul and Mr. Masoom Jaan

were elected as a President and Manager of the VO
respectively. The election was held in a peaceful
manners and all the requirements like prior
intimation of the election date, polling material,
allocation of signs and ballot box were arranged. In

the formation, the jurisdiction of the VO and
consolidation of information regarding the COs
were discussed. The VO was provided with the VO
register and all the members were asked to meet at
least once in a month and keep the meeting minutes
in record.
Training of Trainers (TOT) on Social
Mobilization- ID Unit
Training of Trainers (TOT) on Social Mobilization
of the 25 staff members was conducted by EPS on
26th of February to 1st of March, 2016. Mr.
Ghulam Jilani facilitated the training. Objective of
the training was to equip the ID/EPS/ PPR staff
with the social mobilization tools. In the said
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training the participants were taught about the
history of social mobilization tool.
Mr. Ghulam Jilani took sessions on three tiers of
organizational structure that are CO’s, VO’s and
LSO’s, PRA Tools and enlightened the participants
on the importance of CRP’s role in the community

institution development.
On the last day the participants shared their views
about the effectiveness and understanding of the
Social Mobilization and the role of a social
organizer in the community development process.

Later on Certificates were distributed among the
participants on the successful completion of the
training.
Community Resource Person CRPs training in
Nursery Raising
Five days training in Nursery Raising was arranged
for four CRPs of the different COs who were
selected through CO resolutions. Trainer was Mr.
Mushtaq Ahamad Agriculture Officer Kabal Swat..
The training was both theoretical and practical. The
trainees were trained on nursery raising and were
also thought budding and grafting practically in the
nurseries of the agriculture extension. They were
Page 10
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hall of the EPS Hazara Office. The trainer was Dr.
Akhtar Ali in-charge of the Veterinary Hospital
Kabal. Purpose of the training was to train CRPs to
work as multipiters for who further documentaion
of the same training. At the end of the training in
their area were destributed among the trainees.
Agriculture on -Farm Training for CIGs

also exposed to the nurseries of the Agriculture
Research Station Mingawara Swat where they were
briefed by research officers about the nursery
raising on the field. The trainees were satisfied with

the practical demonstration and shown interest to
establish their own nurseries in their concerned
UCs.
Community Resource Person CRPs training in
Livestock Management
Five days training in Livestock Management was
arranged for four CRPs of the different COs in UC
Hazara and Kuz Abakhel. These beneficiaries were
selected from the different COs through
resolutions. The training was provided in the main

Environmental Protection Society and Pakistan
Poverty Elevation Fund under Batch-65 arranged a
06 day (15th to 20th February, 2016) Agriculture on
Farm Training for all CIGs in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa
Province established by other PPAF Partner
Organizations. 34 participants came from all over
the province Like Bannu, Laki Marwat, Nowshera,

Dassu Kohistan, Upper Dir and District Swat being
nominated by various organizations like CMDO,
SRSP, SRSP Kohistan, SRSP Upper Dir Sabawoon.
The training was imparted at Saidu Sharif Swat.
These participants were not only trained in
agriculture but also exposure visits were arranged to
Agriculture Research Station Takhtaband and Fruit
and vegetable Market Mingora District Swat. At
agriculture station different varieties of vegetables
and fruit plants were shown to the participants,
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their seedling time, harvesting, insecticide spray and
fertilizers management were discussed. At fruit and
vegetable market trainees visited packaging
materials and methods of selling fruit and
vegetables. At training sessions participants learnt
some of the key control issues in dealing with crop
management and crop improving along with the
wise use of pesticides and fertilizers. At the end of
the training Executive Director EPS Mr. Akbar
Zeb, congratulated the participants on successful
completion of the training. Certificates were
awarded to participants by Executive Director.
Participants also thanked all the EPS team for
taking extra care during their stay at district Swat.
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Laki Marwat, Bannu, Batagram, Nowshera and
district Swat nominated by various organizations
like, SRSP, SANGI, SABAWON, CMDO, EPS and
SDF attended the training at Saidu Sharif Swat.
The participants were trained in managing digital
hubs effectively, along with finances & savings.
Trainees were also briefed about using the internet
like benefiting from www.Globalgiving.org,
www.facebook.com etc.
At the end of the training Executive-Director Mr.
Akbar Zeb awarded certificates to the training
participants.
Community Resource person training
Environmental Protection Society and Pakistan
Poverty Elevation Fund under Batch-65 arranged a
06 days (23rd to 28th February, 2016) training for
Craft Based Production Centers of Districts Swat
and Shangla.
The fifteen participants of the training were not
only trained in craft based skills but exposure visits

Training on Digital Hubs
Environmental Protection Society and Pakistan
Poverty Elevation Fund under LEED platform
arranged 08 days (2nd to 10th March, 2016) training
for Effective Management of Digital Hubs for all
digital hubs in Khyber Pakhtunkhwa. 38
participants from all over the province, Like Alpuri
Shangla, Kohistan, Dir Upper, Balakot, Manshera,

were also arranged to Mingawara Market and
Zarghona Center Totano Bandi. Basic purpose of
the visit was to link their respective products with
market trends and demand. At the end of the
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training participants were awarded certificates along
with hand books.
Training on Audit for LSOs:
Environmental Protection Society and Pakistan
Poverty Elevation Fund under Batch-65 arranged a
one day (19th March, 2016) Training on Audit in
Khyber Pakhtunkhwa. Fourteen participants came
from all over the province, like Bannu, Laki
Marwat, and District Swat. These participants were
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Naukary ya Karobar Centers Mangers in Khyber
Pakhtunkhwa. 32 participants came from all over
the province, Like Alpuri Shangla, Battagram, Ghari
Habib Ullah, Dassu Kohistan, Saraogha, Bannu,
Manshera, Nowshera, Balakot and District Swat
which were nominated by PPAF partner
organizations like CMDO, SRSP, SRSP Kohistan,
SABAWOON, Salik Development Foundation,
SUNGI and EPS attended the training at Saidu
Sharif Swat. These participants were trained in
resource mobilization and career counseling. How
to manage NYK center was the primary focus. CV
formation, skills of interview, choosing the right
business, saving from business, record keeping of
business were some of the key points that were
taught to trainees.
At the end of the training, Mr. Akbar Zeb
Executive Director EPS awarded certificates to
participants.
District Education Roundtable

nominated by various Local Support Organizations
like Youth Development Organization, Bannu, Al
Marwat Welfare Society, Da Ulus Khidmat, Totano
Bandi Welfare Organization. and Social Welfare
Society Kanju district Swat. The training took place
in head office of EPS Saidu Sharif Swat. At the end
of the training Project Manager Mr. Saleem Khan
awarded certificates.
RM & CC Training
Environmental Protection Society and Pakistan
Poverty Elevation Fund under Batch-65 arranged
06 days (11th to 17th March, 2016) training for

Under Program for Poverty Reduction (PPR)
Pakistan Poverty Alleviation Fund (PPAF)& EPS
organized District Education Roundtable on
December 7th, 2015 at Swat. Eighty three
participants from three tier of community
organizations took port in the roundtable. National
& International NGOs, Members of Provincial &
National Assemblies, community activists, political
leaders & Education Department were part of the
event. Issues of the sector were highlighted &
proposed for further actions by the provincial
Government..
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CRPs Training on RTE, Educational Planning
& Action plan
Under Program for Poverty Reduction (PPR)
Pakistan Poverty Alleviation Fund (PPAF), EPS
hired services of Children Global Networks for
CRPs training on Right to Education (RTE),
educational mapping & action planning. Eight
individuals from each target UC (Kuz Abakhel &
Hazara) participated and were trained.

PTMC Training
Environmental Protection Society (EPS) in
partnership with Pakistan Poverty Alleviation Fund
(PPAF) is implementing Program for Poverty
Reduction (PPR) in Kabal Swat. Under the project,
capacity building of the Parent Teachers

Management Committees (PTMCs) were planed. A
total of Twenty PTMCs members were trained
which included ten participants from each UC
(Hazara & Kuz Abakhel). School Development
Plans (SDPs) of all schools were developed &
procurement of goods was completed and provided
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to the target schools.
Tutoring Support Community Run Coaching Centers

Five coaching centers are established under
Program for Poverty Reduction (PPR) by the EPS,
three in UC Koz Abakhel, Two in UC Hazara. Two

centers are for females while three are for males.
Science subjects (Maths, Physics, Chemistry &
Biology) are taught in male centers of Koz Abakhel
while in UC Hazara additionally English classes are
also arranged. Each center comprises of subject
teacher for each subject while the education
department regularly monitor these centers.
Art Competition
Under the PPR, EPS organized Art Competion
events in twenty schools, ten each in UC Hazara &
Kuz Abakhel. A total of 300 Students participated

in the events. Cash prizes, awards, certificates,
refreshments & artistic tools were provided to
students by EPS team.
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Teacher Professional Development
The Society, under Program for Poverty Reduction,
organized Teachers Professional Development
Trainings which was held from 1-5 March, 2016.
Thirty male & thirty female teachers were trained.
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& 10 females) from UC Hazara & Kuz Abakhel
participated in the event.

Procurement for Schools

DRM School Safety Training
EPS under the PPR Program, Education is one of
the major component. Eight trainings on Disaster
Risk Management, School Safety, Health and
Hygiene were conducted. Two male & two female
schools were selected from each target UC & 180
parents, teachers & students were trained. Selection
of four schools from UC Koz Abakhail & two from
UC Hazara was made as per Implementation Plan.

School Enterprise Training:
Environmental Protection Society in collaboration
with PPAF is implementing Program for Poverty
Reduction (PPR). Under Education component of
the Program, School Enterprise Trainings were
arraned. School as enterprise training started from
March 21st, 2016, and twenty participants (10 males

Under the Program for Poverty Reduction (PPR),
the Society carried out procurement of required
tools & equipments as identified in the respective
School
Development
Plans.
Procurement
Committee of five members including one person
from each LSO was constituted. Tender was
announced in national newspaper and a total of 11
application were received. The procurement
committee asked for samples from the first three
venders who quoted lowest prices for finalizing the
vendor. All these tools and equipments were
provided to each of the schools as per the need.

This activity greatly constituted in strengthning of
the schools.
Community Training on MDGs
Three day Training (28-30 March 2016) on MDGs
was arranged by PPR project under the ID unit.
Mr. Sher Malik Jan was the resource person for the
said training. The communities VO member were
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trained on MDGs. The Master trainer explained
history and objectives of the training arround all the
components of the PPR project which cover the
objectives of the MDGs . He further added that
community organization role is more important in
achieving these goals. He explained the seventeen
Sustainable Development goals and trained the VO
members for further implementation in their
respective areas.
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persons. CRPs were directed to conduct 100
household sessions, in a way that each session will
be delievered to around 20 participants of the
concerned community. Till now 640 sessions are

Training on Rural Connectivity
Rural connectivity and Current Best Practices is one
of the most important need of the village
organizations. In this regards three days Training on
the topic from 18th to 20th March 2016. Doctor

Khalid Farooq delivered the session. The ID
Manager visited the session and got feedback from
the VOs trainees. Response of the audience was
very positive. They added that through this training,
they will be able to implement the best practices to
minimize the production cost and will access the
market through rural connectivity training tools.

conducted by
the trained
CRPs
in
concerned
UCs
and
about 25,000
of
the
community
members are
trained
in
both UCs.
Community Health Awareness campaign
Ten awareness campaign sessions regarding Health
Hygiene, Nutrition, Immunization, Family Planning
and MNCH activities were conducted by EPS
under Program for Poverty Reduction (PPR) in
different Village Organization (VOs) of UCs Kuz
Abakhel and Hazara by Health Component

Community Resource Person training
Ten days training in Health, Nutrition, Wash and
Mother, Neonatal and Child Health was arranged
by EPS through Program for Poverty Reduction
(PPR) Program for 12 Community Resource
Persons (CRPs) including female (07) and male (05)
of the different COs who were selected through
CO resolutions. Trainers were Mr. Nazir, Dr.
Anjum Fatma and Ms. Musarrat Rani. The CRPs
were fully trained through theoretical and practical
modules. After the training certificates awarding
ceremony was held chaired by MNA Ms Aysha
Syed. Training completion certificates were given to
the CRPs by the chief guest and other related

Manager Dr. Shaiber Mian and Health Officers
(Male and Female). In the end of each session, open
discussion with the participants regarding any query
about health related issues were discussed and the
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reservations of participants were removed. The
participants appreciated the activity and promised
that they will convey the message to every male and
female community member being in their own
interest. The Health staff and all the participants
arranged a walk holding banners and awareness play
cards in order to communicate health related
awareness messages. Hand cart, spedal and chesal
were handed over to the VO President in
concerned UCs and were practically demonstrated
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ullah and Mr. Haseeb Khan) along with ED EPS,
M&E Manager and a Photographer visited PPR
office located at Hazara, Tehsil Kabal Swat on June
24, 2016.
After detailed presentation the team first visited
Health Unit/BHU Aligrama, which has been
established under the health unit of PPR Project.
The second visit was made to the Health Care Unit
(Badai) Hazara. It was a small unit trainted in
running condition with the facilities of Ultrasound

how to use these tools in various parts of concerned
villages for cleanliness.
EPS Council Monitoring visit:
Two memberteam of EPS council(Mr. Hameed

Machine and other necessary tools. The third visit
was to village Maloach, UC Hazara. Activities
related to Institutional Development, livelihood and
CPI wereunder operation. Meeting was held with
the representative of the VO and COs, and the
progress and status of ongoing activities was
discussed. The last visit was made to Pati-bus road,
which was prepared by the Maloach VO in the
vicinity of the village leading to Pati-bus
community. It was a good quality road with proper
mix ratio and expert execution, For further
improvement the visiting team suggested to provide
side drains to increase durability of the road.
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In Maloach Community the monitoring team was
pleased to meet the two other young person came
from the top of the adjacent mountain, where they
have established primary school with the name of
EPS Primary School. At the end of the visit, the
team came with some recommendations like;

Follow up and further improvement in the good
initiatives as started in Maloach Community,
Possible assistance to the Health Care Unit Badai
Hazara, and EPS Primary School. If it is with in the
capacity of EPS/ The team also suggested regular
monitoring both by the manager and the Council.
Concern Worldwide, OFDA USAID and EPS
managementvisit to Shangla:
Mr. Amir Malik Director Concern Worldwide –
Rapid Fund, Mr. Ali Gohar representative of
USAID –OFDA, Mr. Akbar Zeb (Executive
Director) EPS, Mr. Masroor Ahmad (Program
Manager) and Mr. IsrarulHaq (Manager M&E)
visited EPS office Besham and field area during
March 2016.

The objective of the field visit was to meet with
affected communities, to assess the quality of work
and the remaining priority needs of the earthquake
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affected areas in general. Executive Director EPS
welcomed the guests and presented achievements
and challenges faced and briefed about ongoing
activities. After the presentation, EPS warehouse

was visited and was very much appreciated by
Concern
RF,
USAID-OFDA
and
EPS

management.
On second day, the team visited MaseerSar and
Mareer of Union Council Sarkool. Meetings were
conducted with both communities; participants of
the meetings shared their experiences with the
visiting team. Concern RF director and EPS
management also visited the completed shelters and
appreciated the hard work of the team. Mr. Amir
Malik (Concern RF) also showed their interest to
extend the project in other affected areas of
Shangla.
World Environment Day 2016:
Environmental Protection Society (EPS) celebrated
World Environment Day 2016 in Shuhada Park
Saidu Sharif Swat. EPS staff, volunteers and higher
management, teachers, students of KhpalKor
Model School and Educator School System
participated. Mr. Akbar Zeb (Executive Director
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EPS) highlighted importance of clean and well
managed environment and our due role in this
regard. Few students also presented their views to
the participants about the environment. All of the

participants held a walk in Saidu Sharif Colony.
Different groups formed were assigned different
streets and they cleaned all streets in the vicinity.
This will create awareness regarding keeping our
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awareness campaign organized in District Swat on 8
September 2016. The purpose was to plant different
species (Alpine, Olive, Urobinia and diyar) of plants
in the area with the monsoon plantations as well as
awareness rising through plantation campaign.
Through joint collaboration with Divisional Forest
department of District Swat, District forest Officer
and local community participated in the plantation
campaign and planted a total of 500 plants in
Odigram. The District Forest Officer appreciated
the efforts of EPS and its participatory approach in
plantation and forest protection activities. He also
recognized EPS commitment of involving the local
line departments in their development initiatives.
World Forest Day 2016:
Environmental Protection Society every year
celebrate international day of forest by planting
trees at different locations of the district. This year
the day was celebrated in collaboration and close
coordination with District administration, forest
department, education department and community.
The event was organized by the tehsil cluster (FTC)
Falahi Taraqiati Tanzeem of the community
organizations at tehsil Khwazakhela.
The event was organized at primary school of
BelaBaurai in tehsil khwazakhela. Apart from the
community activists, elders, elected representatives
and students of the school the Deputy
Commissioner Swat, Conservator of Forest

surrounding clean and healthy.
Moon Soon Plantation 2016:
Environmental Protection Society (EPS) observed
the monsoon plantation activity in Odigram tehsil
Babuzai of Swat. In this respect, plantation

Malakand Division, DSP police khwazakhela, DFO
forest and ADEO of education department also
participated in the event.Total of 700 plants of
different species were planted. The watering
preservation and conservation of the plants will lie
with the local community and cluster organization
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of tehsil Khwazakhela.
Executive Director EPS welcomed all participants
and thanked Deputy CommissionerSwat for giving
time to such an important issue of deforestation in
swat and need for collective efforts on a forestation.
Community representatives highlighted different
issues to the district administration.
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Deputy Commissioner Swat in his remarks thanked
and appreciated EPS and forest department for a
coordinated efforts and planning a forestation
activity in an area which is deserving and has
potential for afforestation. DC pledged the district
administration support to EPS and FTC for
addressing community issues.
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